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28 by 2028 Transportation Investments
In September 2017, almost a year back, Metro Board endorsed the “Twenty-Eight by ’28 Initiative” to
highlight projects for completion by the 2028 Olympic and Paralympic Games. Following Board action,
staff developed a draft candidate list of projects that included Measure R, Measure M, and other projects
already slated for completion by 2028. This list also included “aspirational” project schedules that
propose to be accelerated by 2028 (“aspirational” is defined as a project that has a current delivery date
later than 2028).
In November 2017, the Board received and filed the draft list of projects. The Metro Board recognized
that the initiative is helpful in articulating a vision for what Metro seeks to achieve by 2028, which
facilitates obtaining needed support from Metro’s many partners in delivering a transformative
transportation investment program for Los Angeles County by the commencement of the 2028 Games.
Investments on this list are distributed countywide, demonstrating proactive regional coordination. The
2028 Games presents an opportunity to advocate for accelerated resources, particularly from the state
and federal government, to achieve early project delivery of the aspirational schedules.
With over 70 percent of transportation investments deriving from local sales tax revenues, LA County
has aggressively accelerated the growth of its public transportation system as a means to address the
environmental woes resulting from the freight and car complex. With a focus of entire world on Los
Angeles, it is imperative that our commitment remains on the delivery of these 28 projects with
meaningful endeavors specifically for the projects that are still noted as “aspirational”. Our efforts to
ensure that no stone is left unturned to make the accelerated delivery of this list will ensure a region wide
success and delivery of these projects throughout the LA County that provide region wide seamless
access to businesses, culture, food, and unique experiences that our 88 cities and unincorporated areas
offer.
Metro Board Directors have repeatedly affirmed these accelerated projects are a way to accomplish Los
Angeles as the best world destination with a new transit infrastructure that will connect our widespread
cities offering unique experiences, the “aspirational” narrative fails to adequately address the
commitment and effort that we like to see as a region. While delivering these 28 mega projects by 2028
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commitment and effort that we like to see as a region. While delivering these 28 mega projects by 2028
is challenging, and Metro staff and CEO have made remarkable efforts, and notwithstanding that
undertaking this challenge is undoubtedly unsurmountable task, Metro has the ability to demonstrate
itself as a leader to trail blaze innovative paths to accomplish these goals in line with American
innovative spirit. It’s imperative that we as a Board take the challenges head on and to reaffirm our
commitments while sending right signal to the private sector for innovative partnership ideas to deliver
these projects and support our CEO and staff to transform this vision to a reality.
SUBJECT:

MOTION BY SOLIS, GARCETTI, HAHN AND BUTTS

WE, THEREFORE, MOVE that the Board direct the CEO to:
A. Adopt and approve as policy and priority the 28 by 2028 initiative;
B. Develop and report back on a 28 by 2028 financial and funding plan with details on the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cash flow requirements;
Operations and State of Good Repair costs;
Public Private Partnership project assumptions;
State and Federal funding assumptions;
Potential Impact on Fares

C. Develop an amendment to the Measure M Ordinance and Expenditure Plan to advance the
"Schedule of Funds Available" dates for the accelerated transit and highway projects to comply
with the 28 by 2028 schedule; and
D. Report with an update to the above by the December 2018 Board meeting and report back
with the full 28 by 2028 financial plan and policy for Board consideration in February 2019.
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